Bologna, 29 June 2016
UNIPOLSAI MASERATI MULTI 70 SPONSOR:
THE NEW SAILING SEASON OF GIOVANNI SOLDINI BEGINS
UnipolSai Assicurazioni is ready to support the 2016 season of Giovanni Soldini and his crew
at full sail, a season characterised by three major events: the Monaco-Porto Cervo record
attempt, the Rolex Middle Sea Race and the RORC Transatlantic Race, at the helm of the
new Maserati Mutli70 trimaran.
This project marks the transition from monohull to multihull and in particular to the trimaran,
with a type of boat that represents the new frontier of sailing: the Maserati Multi70 is a
technologically innovative boat, able to exceed a speed of 40 knots. Its main feature is the
ability to lift from the water remaining exclusively on the foils and rudders, drastically
reducing wetted area and thus increasing performance.
The partnership between Giovanni Soldini and the Maserati sailing venture was born last
year, which UnipolSai strongly wished to pursue and expand upon in 2016 by sponsoring a
challenge that is undoubtedly a valuable expression of Italian sports and demonstrates the
company’s commitment, through its Corporate Sponsorship Program, to projects that see
sport as having the utmost educational potential for individual development and personal and
social growth.
For UnipolSai thinking of people’s future also means thinking of what they love: sport.
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UnipolSai Assicurazioni S.p.A.
UnipolSai Assicurazioni S.p.A. is the insurance company of the Unipol Group, Italian leader in Non-Life Business, in particular in
vehicle liability insurance.
Also active in Life Business, UnipolSai has a portfolio of over 10 million customers and holds a leading position in the national
ranking of insurance groups with a direct income amounting to approximately €14bn, of which €7.3bn in Non-Life Business and
€6.7bn in Life Business (2015 figures).
The company currently operates through 5 divisions (Unipol, La Fondiaria, Sai, Nuova MAA and La Previdente) and has the
largest agency network in Italy, with more than 3,500 agencies and 6,000 sub-agencies spread across the country.
UnipolSai Assicurazioni is a subsidiary of Unipol Gruppo Finanziario S.p.A. and, like the latter, is listed on the Italian Stock
Exchange, being one of the most highly capitalized securities.

